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We present the galactic stellar age—velocity dispersion relation obtained from a

semi-analytic model of galaxy formation. We divide galaxies into two populations:

galaxies which have over-massive/under-massive black holes (BHs) against the

best-fitting BH mass—velocity dispersion relation. We find that galaxies with larger

velocity dispersion have older stellar ages. We also find that galaxies with over-massive

BHs have older stellar ages. These results are consistent with observational results

obtained from Martín-Navarro et al. (2016). We tested the model with weak AGN

feedback and find that galaxies with larger velocity dispersion have a younger stellar age.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a lot of work aimed at understanding star formation histories by comparing theoretical
models with observational results. Recent theoretical work has revealed that in order to explain
observational properties of galaxies, some feedback effects are important, which suppress star
formation activities by heating or ejecting cold gas (e.g., Springel et al., 2005; Okamoto et al., 2010;
Vogelsberger et al., 2014). Supernovae (SN) feedback is important for less massive (less luminous)
galaxies (Benson et al., 2003) withMK & −22, whereMK is K-band absolute magnitude of galaxies.
On the other hand, SN feedback cannot quench the cooling flow of massive and luminous galaxies
because such massive galaxies have deep potential wells and cold gas cannot escape from the
galaxies. Some theoretical studies (e.g., Bower et al., 2006; Croton et al., 2006; Okamoto et al.,
2014) reveals that feedback processes related to active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are important for
such massive galaxies. Observational studies have explored whether AGN feedback really exists.
Their results are controversial (see, e.g., McNamara et al., 2016; Nesvadba et al., 2017; Smolčić et al.,
2017).

It is necessary to compare theoretical models with “statistical” observational properties of
galaxies in order to investigate the existence of AGN feedback because individual AGN has different
stages of AGN and star formation activities. Martín-Navarro et al. (2016) present evidence of
existing AGN feedback by re-analyzing observational data. They divide galaxy sample obtained
from van den Bosch (2016) between “over-/under- massive black hole galaxies” following the
MBH − σ relation. They then estimate stacked, luminosity weighted age of galaxies with these
two populations and find that over massive BH galaxies are older than under massive galaxies.
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Over-massive BH galaxies have potential to have experienced
energetic AGN phases and to have stronger AGN feedback effects
since over massive BHs might have grown in earlier universe in
which the amount of the cold gas is larger.

Here we investigate, by using a semi-analytic model of galaxy
formation (hereafter SA model), whether the relation proposed
byMartín-Navarro et al. (2016) can really be explained with AGN
feedback effect. In Section 2 we briefly review the SA model we
used. Section 3 includes the main results.

2. METHODS

We employ a revised version of an SA model, “New Numerical
Galaxy Catalog” (ν2GC; Makiya et al., 2016). We consider star
formation in galactic disk and bulge, mergers of galaxies, atomic
gas cooling, gas heating by UV feedback and feedbacks via
supernovae and AGNs, and the growth of super massive black
holes (SMBHs) by coalescence and gas fueling. We here skipped
the detailed model description about SMBH growth via galaxy
mergers and disk instability because of the limited numbers of
characters for this paper. In our model, we assume the timescale
of gas accretion onto a SMBH is proportional to the dynamical
timescale of the bulge in the host galaxy. We neglect the mass
which might be in the dusty torus surrounding a SMBH since
it is uncertain that how the dusty tori form and grow with their
host galaxies. In addition, it is not clear whether the tori really
exist for all types of AGNs including violent quasars, Seyfert

FIGURE 1 | K-band luminosity functions of galaxies from z = 3.5 to 0. The model results are shown in black lines. Dots describe observational results obtained from

Bell et al. (2003); Driver et al. (2012); Huang et al. (2003); Devereux et al. (2009); Pozzetti et al. (2003); Drory et al. (2003); Saracco et al. (2006); Cirasuolo et al. (2010);

Caputi et al. (2006) (see labels in this figure).

galaxies, and low luminosity AGNs. We leave the treatment of
the torus for future work. We have confirmed that the model
can explain SMBH mass function at z ∼ 0 and bright ends of
quasar luminosity functions in 0.0 < z < 6.0. More detailed
descriptions are available in Shirakata et al. (2016) and Shirakata
et al. in preparation.

We create merging histories of dark matter haloes from
N-body simulations. In this paper, we employ ν2GC-SS
simulation, which has 70h−1Mpc (comoving) in box
size, 5123 simulated particles, 2.20 × 108M⊙ in particle
mass resolution. Minimum halo mass of this simulation
is 8.79 × 109M⊙. We employ ν2GC-S simulation which
has 280h−1Mpc in box size in order to obtain K-band
luminosity functions of galaxies (Figure 1). The mass
resolution of ν2GC-S simulation is the same as ν2GC-SS.
The details of the merger trees are given in Ishiyama et al.
(2015).

We assume a 3CDM universe with the following parameters:
�0 = 0.31, λ0 = 0.69, �b = 0.048, σ8 = 0.83, ns = 0.96, and a
Hubble constant of H0 = 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1, where h = 0.68
(Planck Collaboration et al., 2014).

2.1. Gas Cooling
Here we describe how we calculate the amount of the cold gas,
which gets accreted to a central galaxy. We note that we define a
central galaxy as a central galaxy of the most massive progenitor
halo.
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We firstly calculate cooling radius rcool(t). Same as Makiya
et al. (2016), we assume Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) density
profile (Navarro et al., 1997) for dark matter (DM) haloes and
isothermal density profile with a finite core radius, rc for hot gas
haloes;

ρNFW(r) =
ρDM,0

(r/rs)(1+ r/rs)2
, (1)

ρhot(r) =
ρhot,0

1+ (r/rc)2
, (2)

where rs is the specific radius of the DM halo, which is described
by using concentration parameter, c, and virial radius, Rvir, as
Rvir/rs ≡ c. We assume rc = 0.22rs (Makino et al., 1998). We use
the analytical formulae of c obtained from fitting of cosmological
N-body simulations (Prada et al., 2012). After the collapse of a
DM halo, the hot gas gradually cools via radiative cooling. Then,
the cooling time is described with rcool as

tcool(rcool) =
3

2

ρhot(rcool)

µmp

kBTvir

n2e (r)3(Tvir,Zhot)
, (3)

where µ,mp, kB, and ne are the mean molecular weight,
proton mass, Boltzmann constant, and electron number density,
respectively. We employ a cooling function, 3, provided by
Sutherland and Dopita (1993), which is a function of hot gas
metallicity, Zhot, and virial temperature, Tvir. Virial temperature
is calculated from circular velocity of the host DM halo, Vcirc, as

Tvir =
1

2

µmp

kB
V2
circ. (4)

rcool(t) is defined at which tcool of Equation (3) is equal to the time
elapsed since the halo formation epoch.

We next calculate free fall radius, rff(t) with ρNFW(r);

tff(rff) =
π

2

√

r3
ff

2GM(r < rff)
, (5)

where G is the gravitational constant. Now tff = tcool, in order to
compare the size of rcool with rff at the same time.

We then evaluate the accretion radius, racc(t), in which gas
can actually cool and get accreted to the central galaxy. We set
racc as the minimum value among rcool, rff, and Rvir, where Rvir
is the virial radius of the halo. The case with racc = rcool means
the gas cooling is not so efficient and gas can free-fall rapidly.
This case occurs only for the massive (>1013 M⊙) haloes. Since
Makiya et al. (2016) assume racc = MIN{rcool,Rvir}, they would
overestimate the amount of cold gas especially at z < 1.0 if
they employ the same parameter set as that of in this paper.
We note that we assume that the existence of a “cooling hole”
same as Makiya et al. (2016); the radial profile of hot gas remains
unchanged until the DM halo mass doubles.

2.2. Radio Mode AGN Feedback
We introduce the so-called radio-mode AGN feedback process in
order to prevent gas in massive haloes from cooling and forming

stars. Following Bower et al. (2006), gas cooling in a halo is
quenched when the following two conditions are satisfied:

tff(rcool) < αcooltcool, (6)

ǫSMBHLEdd > Lcool, (7)

where LEdd is the Eddington luminosity, Lcool is the cooling
luminosity of the gas, αcool and ǫSMBH are free parameters which
are determined in order to reproduce the luminous end of the
luminosity function of galaxies at z ∼ 0. In this paper, we
fiducially set (αcool, ǫSMBH) = (1.00, 0.012).

From Equation (6), we can see that the radio-mode AGN
feedback is more efficient for more massive galaxies at lower
redshifts since tff and tcool are roughly proportional to (1+z)−3/2

and (1 + z)−3, respectively. Galaxies with radio-mode AGN
feedback might correspond to FR-I radio galaxies (Fanaroff and
Riley, 1974). It is however uncertain how the FR-I radio galaxies
have triggered their activity. We thus cannot define galaxies with
radio-mode AGN feedback in our model as mock FR-I radio
galaxies. We have not included the model of FR-II radio galaxies,
which would have intense cold gas accretion. We leave it for
future work.

3. RESULTS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

3.1. Basic Statistical Properties of Galaxies
The model which employed for this study includes some
revisions from Makiya et al. (2016). We skipped the details
of the revisions because of the limitation of the numbers of
characters for this paper. For more details appear in Shirakata
et al. (2016) and Shirakata et al. in preparation. We find that the
fiducial model can explain observational galaxy properties well.
In Figure 1, we compare K-band luminosity functions obtained
from the model with observations (see the figure caption). The
bright end slope of K-band luminosity function of galaxies at z ∼
0 is sensitive to the strength of the radio-mode AGN feedback. If
the AGN feedback is weak, we overproduce bright galaxies with
MK < −22.0 and the luminosity function has a single-power
law. We also find that the fiducial model can explain SMBHmass
function, Faber-Jackson relation, Tully-Fisher relation at z ∼ 0.

3.2. MBH, σ , and Luminosity Weighted Age
Relations
Figure 2 shows the MBH − σ relation at z ∼ 0 with the fiducial
model. We select the galaxies with MV < −20, where MV is the
absolute ABmagnitude inV-band.We derive the best fit function
with the least square method (black line):

log

(

MBH

M⊙

)

= 2.35 log

(

σ

200km/s

)

+ 8.24. (8)

For comparison, we also depict the best fit function obtained
from van den Bosch (2016) (gray line):

log

(

MBH

M⊙

)

= 5.27 log

(

σ

200km/s

)

+ 8.33. (9)
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FIGURE 2 | MBH − σ relation at z ∼ 0. Red points are model result, and black

thick line describes the fitting function of the model result. Blue line is the fitting

function of the data obtained from van den Bosch (2016).

We classify galaxies between over-massive BH galaxies and
under-massive BH galaxies following our best fit function of
MBH − σ relation with 1σ errors. We then depict MBH−age
relation in Figure 3. We find that galaxies with larger σ have
older stellar ages and over-massive BH galaxies have older stellar
ages. These results are roughly consistent with the result obtained
from Martín-Navarro et al. (2016). On the other hand, when
we employ the model with weak AGN feedback, in which αcool

set 0.1 times smaller than the fiducial value, the model cannot
explain the result of Martín-Navarro et al. (2016) (Figure 4);
all galaxies have younger stellar age than those obtained from
Martín-Navarro et al. (2016) and galaxies with under-massive
BHs become older. This result would be explained as follows.
From Equation (6), more massive (i.e., more luminous) galaxies
tend to be quenched their star formation by the AGN feedback.
We thus get the steeper slope for the fiducial model compared
to the model with the weak AGN feedback (αcool is smaller).
In addition, from Equation (7), galaxies with more massive
SMBHs should have so much heating luminosity with the AGN
activity that compensates the cooling luminosity. Therefore, we
can get the same trend as Martín-Navarro et al. (2016), over-
massive black hole galaxies have older stellar ages. From these
results, we have concluded that radio mode AGN feedback model
might play a role for quenching the star formation of massive
galaxies.

We find that the difference between galaxies with over-massive
BHs and under-massive BHs is smaller than those obtained from
the observation (Martín-Navarro et al., 2016). For observations,
as noted in Martín-Navarro et al. (2016), their estimation of
the galactic ages have large observational errors especially for
the galaxies with smaller velocity dispersion. It would thus be
important to use a larger amount of observational data.

For the theoretical model, the smaller difference between
galaxies with over- and under- massive BHs would be partly
because of the radio-mode AGN feedback modeling. Since more
massive haloes tend to have more massive SMBHs, under-
massive galaxies with larger velocity dispersion (and with larger

FIGURE 3 | σ− age relation with the fiducial model. The age is luminosity

weighted. Orange and blue points with errorbars show the median values of

over-/under- massive BH galaxies with 1− σ error.

FIGURE 4 | The same figure as Figure 3 with weak AGN feedback model: the

parameter, αcool, is 0.1 times smaller than the fiducial value.

bulge mass) could be quenched their star formation because of
the AGN feedback. The ages of over- and under- massive galaxies
with large velocity dispersion in the model thus overlap. We then
test the effect of the galaxy selection and find the relation between
MBH, σ , and stellar age is sensitive to the sample selection; when
we select only brighter galaxies withMV < −22.0, the difference
between galaxies with over- and under- massive BHs becomes
clear. It might suggest that the efficiency of the radio-mode AGN
feedback should more strongly depend on the BH mass.

Another possible way to explain the results of Martín-Navarro
et al. (2016) would be to introduce quasar-mode AGN feedback.
Since the number density of bright quasars peaks at higher
redshift (e.g., Ueda et al., 2014), quasar-mode AGN feedback
could be effective at higher redshift while the radio-mode
becomes efficient at lower redshift. We will leave it for future
work.
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